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Z nation characters season 3

If there's a show on TV that doesn't need new characters, it's Game Of Thrones. Despite the fact that season 6 finale killed a slew of main characters in a fiery explosion in the Sept. of Baelor, the cast is still crowded with a whopping 22 regulars going into Season 7 – not to mention the dozens of supporting characters who round off the
show's sprawling fictional world. Still, I'd be lying if I said I'm not looking forward to meeting more new characters going into Season 7. So who will meet in Season 7? It's impossible to say, as the show is now well out of the book, following the events of George R.R. Martin's A Dance With Dragons with largely original material. But just
because the authors are now planning their own path doesn't mean there's still unused source material they could use. There were many characters that book readers had assumed were cut, but who later simply appeared in the show's narrative than expected (Jojen and Meera, Coldhands, Euron Grejoy). In this context, here are seven
characters from Martin's novels that haven't made it to the screen yet... could still go 7-1 in the season. Marwyn The MageThis one's all but a certainty, as new Game Of Thrones actor Jim Broadbent basically confirmed he would play the intriguing character earlier this year. On the page, Marwyn is featured in A Feast For Crows after Sam
arrives in Oldtown to study at the Citadel. He is the rare archmaester who studies magic (rather than trying to destroy his use like other Maesters), and he seems interested in helping Daenerys and her dragons achieve their conquest of Westeros.2. Rhaegar TargaryenAfter we heard a lot about her brother Ned and her fiancé Robert, we
finally met Lyanna Stark in Season 6 thanks to Bran's Greenseeing in the flesh. We saw her as a young girl in Winterfell, and then we saw her die while she gave birth to her son Jon Snow. So it's obvious that in Season 7, we'll finally meet another long-dead character we've been very concerned about: Rhaegar Targaryen, who either
kidnapped and raped her or loved her and walked away with her, depending on who you ask.3. Victarion GreyjoyThe events of Season 6 seem to suggest that the show has cut out the dreaded captain of the Iron Fleet, but after an unprecedented Greyjoy uncle emerged from nowhere last year, it's possible that another is still waiting in the
wings for his great introduction. As the brother of the dead King Balon His killer Euron is sent to Victarion by the crow's eye to find and court Daenerys for him. But he wants to betray his brother and marry for himself.4. Jon ConningtonLike Victarion, Game Of Thrones seems to have already cut out and put the entire plot of this character
behind him, but also how The show could still surprise viewers and introduce them later than expected. In the books, Jon Connington was a loyal friend of Von Rhaegar, but after failing to defeat Robert Baratheon in battle, Mad King Aerys banished him from Westeros. Connington, who felt that he had failed his prince, spent the rest of his
life bringing Rhaegar's bloodline back to the Iron Throne.5. Aegon TargaryenThis character goes hand in hand with Connington; in fact, when we meet them for the first time, they mask themselves as father and son named Griff and Young Griff. But Young Griff's eye-catching blue hair conceals the fact that he is (allegedly) the only
surviving son of Rhaegar – Aegon Targaryen – who is presumably dead in the sack of King's Landing, but was in fact replaced with another baby and smuggled into exile with Connington. Whether he's really a Targaryen or just someone Connington brought up to believe he's one is still open to interpretation. But if he is Rhaegar's son, it
means that he actually has a better claim to the Iron Throne than Rhaegar's sister Daenerys.6. Taena MerryweatherAfter the wildfire explosion wiped out most of the characters we knew in King's Landing, the newly crowned Queen Cersei will probably need some new characters to interact with her brother Jaime, her cousin Qyburn and
her mute bodyguard Gregor. There are a number of King's Landing residents who have never made the transition to the screen, but the most intriguing of them is undoubtedly Cersei's beautiful friend Taena Merryweather, whose motives are as bleak as those of the Queen.7 Lady StoneheartKeep the faith, Lady Stoneheart Fans. No
matter how many times the show awakens my hopes and destroys them again, I will never stop believing that the reanimated corpse of Catelyn Stark will one day appear. Sigh... How many of these characters will make the leap from the page to the screen when Game Of Thrones Season 7 premieres on Sunday, July 16. Charlie Cox in
Daredevil | Netflix Marvel was nothing short of ambitious in terms of planning its huge TV universe. Although they have slowly begun to close the store on network television, they have expanded their Netflix shows and equipped The Punisher with green lighting shortly after the legendary antihero's first appearance in Season 2 of
Daredevil. Speaking of which, here's everything we know about Season 3 of Daredevil. Season 1 is in production A tweet from Natalie Abrams about Marvel's Netflix game plan | Natalie Abrams via Twitter Above we have a tweet from Entertainment Weekly Senior Writer Natalie which outlines the planned schedule for Marvel's Netflix
shows. To flesh out Abrams's condensed tweet, after the first seasons for Luke Cage, Iron Fist and The Defenders, things will open up for more seasons of Jessica Jones and Daredevil. Marvel seems to be one show of two per Of course, this isn't in additional seasons of Luke Cage and Iron Fist, or even the debut of The Punisher.
Marvel's Netflix dance card is filling up quickly, making a third season of Daredevil increasingly difficult to play a slot, provided they remain determined to release only two shows a year. 2. Marvel's Comic-Con sizzle reel Under the collection of teasers and trailers that Marvel released at Comic-Con in San Diego in 2016, a sizzle reel ran
through three of its Netflix heroes: Daredevil, Luke Cage and Jessica Jones. In it, we see a tease about the way they are all connected and hint at their future team-up in The Defenders. The reel is tragically short on new shots for Daredevil, with scenes from the last two seasons, rather than showing us something new. Still, it's nice to see
Netflix finally bringing the puzzle pieces together, however slowly they go. 3. The End of Nelson and Murdock Foggy Nelson and Matt Murdock | The first season of Netflix Daredevil gave us a glimpse into the friendship between Foggy Nelson and Matt Murdock. The two even turned down jobs in a lucrative law firm to start their own
practice, focusing on attracting clients who weren't always solvent but desperately needed help. All of this crashed in Season 2, with Matt shying away from his professional duties of fighting crime as a daredevil. This drove a wedge between him and Foggy, who left their practice at the end of the season to work for Jeri Hogarth (aka
Jessica Jones' friend and lawyer). The move marked the end of Nelson and Murdock, leaving her status as friends and partners for Season 3 very far in the air. 4. How the Defenders Set Up Season 3 Marvel's The Defenders | Netflix Every marvel hero of Netflix is likely to be affected by the events of 2017's The Defenders - especially
Daredevil. With fans already starting theorizing, this final scene – in which Murdock's bruised, bandaged body can be seen lying on a bed under the care of nuns – puts things perfectly on the arc featured in Marvel's comic series Born Again. Cox himself seems to confirm this, telling The Hollywood Reporter: This is such an amazing story.
Everyone who loves Daredevil loves Born Again. 5. Fisk will again be Vincent D'Onofrio as Wilson Fisk | Netflix Netflix answers the prayers of every Marvel TV fan by bringing back its best villain to date: Vincent D'Onofrio's Fisk. The announcement of his return came in October 2017, after which the actor himself took to Twitter to tease
his involvement in Season 3. While viewers have not yet been able to view the details of the The much hyped announcement seems to mean that we can expect him to return in a big way next season. In January 2017, Twitter user Gore Gab shared pictures of filming New York hotel, with extras with signs bearing Lock Fisk up, we can
assume that the big bathroom is from the slammer. 6. Will we finally see bullseye? Bullseye | 20th Century Fox The kingpin may be at the top of the list in terms of the legendary Daredevil villains, but Bullseye isn't far behind. It has made it so much more curious that we haven't even seen a sniff of him in two seasons, especially with the
sharp-shooter assassin who acted as one of the main villains in 20th Century Fox's 2003 Daredevil film. This fact has not escaped the attention of lead actor Charlie Cox, who himself has said that he cannot imagine making a run of Daredevil, where Bullseye eventually no longer appears. Here's the hope that the showrunners will listen.
Stay tuned for more updates when they arrive! Follow Nick on Twitter @NickNorthwest More reports from Michelle Regalado and Becca Bleznak. Check out Entertainment Cheat Sheet on Facebook! Whether you've been with This Is Us since the premiere of the first season, or you're just set for Season 4, every fan has a favorite
character. For most, it's patriarch, Jack Pearson. He represents the best that a flawed man can be for his family. Everyone, Team Jack is probably against a main character. Will all that change with Season 4 of This Is Us? Season 4 of 'This Is Us' Introduced New Characters The Cast of 'This Is Us' at the 24th Annual Screen Actors Guild
Awards | Frederick M. Brown/Getty Images The season premiere of This Is Us has taken viewers on a pretty good ride. The show distanced itself from its usual cast and led to a rush of new characters. Presumably at some point they will all cross with the Pearsons to connect the dots. The additions on This Is Us include a few familiar
faces, as well as relative newcomers. Cassidy (Jennifer Morrison), just met Kevin (Justin Hartley) and Nicky (Griffin Dunne). Malik (Asante Blakk) cuts with Deja (Lyric Ross). Baby Jack is all grown up as Jay (Blake Stadnik), who is of course Kate and Toby's (Chrissy Metz and Chris Sullivan) visually impaired son. Timothy Omundson,
meanwhile, plays her unfriendly neighbor Gregory. Finally, Dave (Tim Matheson) gave Jack a hard time as Rebecca's (Mandy Moore) father during a dinner date. There will be more characters introduced during the season, but from one of the first big revelations, there is a character that many fans can't get on board. This is us cast and
crew hope to change your mind. What character do 'This Is Us' writers want you to love? When they watched the show, you knew where it was going. Since Miguel Rivas (Jon Huertas) is at the centre of the controversy among This Is Us fans. The reason? He married his best friend Jack's widow Rebecca. Oof. If this is news for you, go
back and before joining either team. The bomb fell when an elderly Rebecca stopped at Randall's house with Grandpa. It's not Jack she's referring to. This was the first writer to let fans in for the secret that would become Jack's death (still not above). Miguel, a longtime friend of Jack and Rebecca, went through his own divorce while
witnessing the love blossom between Jack and Rebecca. He was there when Bec threw Jack out, and for her when Jack died. There is no doubt that Miguel is an integral part of Pearson's story. But that doesn't mean he's loved by everyone. What the This Is Us cast felt about Miguel - on the first way in 2016, the cast weighed their
thoughts on this big reveal, collectively claiming they were just as shocked when they first read the scripts. Rebecca and Miguel did not win their approval at the beginning. I'm so connected to Milo, and I really believe that he's like a father figure to me, even in real life, so i'm like, 'No, no, no, no, no, that's my dad! No one is going to
replace my dad!' Metz had previously told Entertainment Tonight. Honestly, I was upset, I was pissed off, and I had resentment against Mandy - Rebecca, but Mandy, damn, she continued. I mean, obviously she didn't write the episode, but I was like, 'No, no, no'. It's heartbreaking because their love is so pure, and I love her as a spectator
and also as a daughter, I'm like, 'Oh my God, how can this be?' Metz was not the only one. Susan Kelechi Watson (who plays Beth Pearson) said her family in Jamaica was not happy. We don't like Miguel at all, they told her. I knew from the bar that he was going to do something sneaky. Rebecca herself, Moore, said she felt betrayed
when she saw Miguel at the door and was called Grandpa by the girls, while Ventimiglia admitted he had a flood of angry messages asking what was going on. On the other hand, Sterling held K. Brown for Huertas and said, Let's give Miguel a chance, please. Please, give Miguel a chance - he deserves it. Can 'Team Jack' ever like
Miguel? Many episodes have passed since the revelation of Miguel and Rebecca, but that doesn't mean the shock has subsided. Huertas understands, however, why fans don't come up with the idea of Rebecca and Miguel. It's not just the family recovering from Jack's death, it's also the audience, he previously told Good Housekeeping.
Miguel has always been a great protector of Jack. Miguel would say things to him like, 'You have to go home to your wife.' ... I think that's what the viewers see That was his real intention, he said. [But] a wrong word, and you take them all back to the beginning. Huertas proved this in episode two of Season 4 when he told a bad dad which
followed with a resounding silence. Fans tweeted their disdain for the character (and Rebecca for his marriage). It's all a repetition of what Huertas has heard from the beginning: no one can love Rebecca as much as Jack. The Big 3 (Hartley, Metz and Brown) felt the same way when Miguel started hanging around more often, and
understandably so. He could never replace her father , but Huertas wants to make it clear, he is not destined to do so. I'd love to see Randall, Kate and Kevin say, 'Oh my God, Miguel was there, from the time we can remember.' I would like to have such a scene between the three children in which they apologize for being little punks in
his and Rebecca's marriage. In an interview with People in January 2018, Huertas spoke about his understanding of the fan reaction to Miguel, adding: The authors have a goal, and they have this little mantra in the writers' room, and it's basically: get people to love Miguel. Love him or loathe him, it doesn't look like Miguel will go
anywhere soon (unless you want to dig into the flash forward end where he's absent). Maybe it's time to give him a chance. Jack would agree. Approve.
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